Structural aspects of actomyosin interaction.
Actin binding to myosin-S1 modulates the limited tryptic cleavage of the COOH-terminal region of the 95K heavy chain at the joint connecting the 75K and 20K peptide units; concomitantly actin affords total protection against the resulting loss of acto-S1 Mg2+-ATPase activity. The specificity of the actin effect is illustrated by the fact that it exerts itself not only on free S1 but also on the intact myosin molecule. Mg2+-ATP and Mg2+-ADP impair the protective action of actin to an extent closely related to their respective affinity for the acto-S1 complex. Tryptic fragmentation of S1 heavy chain under highly controlled conditions, using trypsin to S1 weight ratios in the range 1:1000 - 1:1500 led us to establish that peptide bond cleavage at the 75K-20K junction is a sequential process giving rise first to a 22K peptide intermediate which is subsequently converted to the stable 20K fragment. Most importantly, it is also demonstrated that the loss of S1 activation by actin is not due to the initial scission of the 75K-22K linkage but is intimately associated with the breakdown of the 22K precursor into its 20K moiety. Three trypsin-modified S1 derivatives, the heavy chain of which is a complex of two or three fragments, were purified. A detailed analysis of the C-termini of these fragments, as compared to the C-terminal structure of the intact heavy chain, indicated that the 20K fragment is formed mainly through the degradation of a NH2-terminal 2K segment in the 22K precursor and that this proteolytic event is the only one accounting for the acto-S1 ATPase loss. Cross-linking experiments exploiting the reaction of a carbodiimide reagent with rigor complexes containing either fluorescent actin or fluorescent fragmented S1 revealed unequivocally the attachment of the actin monomer to recognition sites on the 20K and 50K units of S1 heavy chain. Specific interactions between the C-terminal 20K domain and light chain LC2 are proposed as being part of the molecular mechanism of the myosin-linked regulation of actomyosin interaction.